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Standing our from the crowd with
Quintessential Twist

This custom built lectern is:
800mm x 1230mm x 440mm

£150

The Quintessential Twist stand comes with the mirrored back, perspex front, 
lectern set of samples and a swatch book fitted underneath



12” Mix & Match (customisable) £150

Let Hugh Mackay ‘tombola’ you over with our fantastic unitary...

Hugh Mackay Stands & Units

12” Small Axminster Tombola £150
Also available in 

27” Large Axminster Tombola £350

All Tombolas are now 
made from our mix and 

match service. 
Simply select the ranges 

you’d like to showcase and 
the size of the tombola you 
would like to have in your 

store.



All 4 Gang Stands including artwork and 
sampling, £75 each

Let Hugh Mackay Stand out in the crowd...

Stand POS Shelves

Height 1350mm 300mm 200mm

Width 460mm 400mm 250mm

Depth 450mm 432mm

All measurements are in millimeters

4 Gang Stand



Wall Stands, £150 each. 
Artwork and sampling are included.

Retail example: Wall Units combined with Stair Unit 
at Stellar Carpets & Flooring 

Staircase Stands, £175 each including sampling

Retail example: Wall Units at AHK Flooring



All measurements are in millimeters

Living Unit

Staircase Unit with Bullnose

Full Unit Top 
Section

Bottom 
Section POS Sample 

Size

Height 2250mm 1200mm 930mm 175mm 4.5mm

Width 476mm 476mm 476mm 476mm 435mm

Depth 490mm 490mm 490mm 520mm



Small Lecterns 
are £69 each 
with artwork 

and sampling 
included. 

Large Lecterns are £99 
each with artwork and 

sampling included.Only Durham Twist and the 
Deco Collection are available.



All measurements are in millimeters

Waterfall Lectern

22”  Lecturn18”  Lecturn 36”  Lecturn



Bespoke Branding Services



Here at Hugh Mackay, we understand the power of branding and how your company’s 
identity can be the difference that a consumer needs to make a purchase. 
With this in mind, we also offer a bespoke branding service with our Unitary that 
showcases our products but uses your branding or local unique selling points.

Here you can see some examples of what we can create.

Speak to your Area Sales Agent for more information on these services.

Let our brand lend a hand!...

These tombolas showcase our ranges and unique selling points using the retailers branding 
and local imagery

Trevor Smith Flooring, 
Western Super Mare

Karpet Mills, Designer Flooring Showroom, 
Hexham



These graphics are a brilliant combination of our brands and the retailers 
own. Using local imagery and branded colours, we recreated our own 

POS to become relevant to the local community

Stokers Furniture, Southport

Here we have worked with the retailer to create wall units that 
pack a punch and are in keeping with the retailers’ strong branding

Any standard artwork can be 
remade using your brand, 

including lectern headers and 
sample book covers

Simon Davis Flooring, Paulton

Instinctive Flooring

Trevor Smith Flooring



Bespoke Branding Services

As well as standard artwork, we can also provide (at an additional cost) more bespoke installations like 
the one shown here. In this showroom, we were tasked with creating wall graphics that made an instant 
impression to customers that came through the door. 

We created a feature piece that combined our branding and the retailers.

The graphic showcases the benefits of wool, uses our unitary to highlight our most popular wool ranges and 
introduces the retailers’ customers to our online visualiser to help them make their decisions. 

Before.. .

After.. .

Stellar Carpets & Flooring



Another example of bespoke 
artwork that can be done is 
this one that included branded 
walls using local landmarks, 
wool themed imagery and 
the retailers branding to draw 
attention to this part of the 
shop.

As well as artwork for our 
ranges, we also offer artwork 
that showcases our Design It 
Studio that allows customers 
to create their own unique 
wool carpet.

Karpet Mills, Designer Flooring 
Showroom, Hexham



Below is an example of a showroom that uses a number of the various options we have on offer. 
Giving this area a unique look and feel that draws the customers attention and makes an instant 
impact.

Trevor Smith Flooring, 
Western Super Mare



We have worked with many of our customers to construct entire areas of stores for the ultimate  
bespoke branded, customer experience. Using custom artwork, rebranded range names, custom 
unitary and more. We can work with you to build a store that doesnt just show flooring but builds your 
brand and your customer relationships too.

Get in touch with your local Sales Agent today to discuss how our brand can lend you a hand!

KD Carpets Harrogate

Karpet Mills Hexham



Contact us to discuss how 
we can help you create a 
Hugh Mackay experience 

in your showroom. 

From Unitary requirements 
to bespoke artwork and 

fitting.
The answer is ‘Yes’, now 

what’s the question?



tel: 01429 892555
fax: 01429 892560

email: sales@hughmackay.com
w: www.hughmackay.co.uk 

Hugh Mackay
Branding name of View Logistics Ltd

Park View Road East
Hartlepool
TS25 1HT


